UPPERCLASS CREWS TRAIL FRESHMEN IN BARAGE RACE

SHELL CONTESTS POSTPONED

SHELL CONTESTS POSTPONED

McDowell Addresses Freshman Committee

Chairman of the Vigilance Committee Addressed Freshmen

In an endeavor to clarify misnomer

stands regarding Freshmen regula-

tions, J. T. McDowell, Chairman of the Vigilance Committee, spoke before a meeting of the Freshman Co-     operative Committee, Thursday evening in Hulse Hall. McDowell drew attention to the Freshmen of the College, and outlined the aims and obligations of the Freshman Co-operative Committee, and explained the policy that the committee propose will follow throughout the year.

Following his talk the members of the committee brought up specific-     ly, that Freshmen may be exempt from work regulations. In answer to these questions the chairman of the committee explained the reasons for the present work rules remain strict. However, Freshmen are not required to participate in work, and may do so on a voluntary basis. McDowell expressed his belief that Freshmen can be permitted to with-     draw from work if they wish, as long as they have a valid excuse. He mentioned that Freshmen with family or parents on the campus, or those who are studying in the library or attending sporting events, may be excused from work. He also reiterated that Freshmen should be encouraged to participate in campus activities and sports.

Following his talk, McDowell addressed the Freshman Committee, stating that the Freshman Committee is responsible for ensuring that Freshmen are aware of their obligations and responsibilities. He encouraged Freshmen to participate in campus activities and to work together to create a positive campus environment.

Continued on Page Two
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PRICE THREE CENTS

RED AND BLUE TO FACE PANTHER FOR TENTH TIME TODAY

Rivals Will Resume Grievance Relations on Franklin Field Day of Lone Year

KRUZ RETURNS TO LINE-UP

Injuries Keep Singer and Baier Out of Line-up for Boston College at Right Tackle

Philadelphia and Pennsylvania will meet this Saturday after a year's lapse when the two teams line up for a game at Franklin Field, the first meeting between the two schools. The game is scheduled to start at 2 p.m. Tuesday, with the teams expected to arrive the evening before for a game of football on the Franklin Field. The American Football Association, which governs the game, has ensured that all safety measures are in place to ensure a fair and enjoyable game for all.

N. Y. U. OPPOSES VESTOR BOOOTS ON RIVER FIELD

Wood and Dougherty Return to Lineup After Injuries Aggrieve Strong

JUNIOR VARSITY FACES LEGH IN NATIONALS

Despite the fact that Coach Douglas has not announced the names of the Junior Varsity football team, the team is currently preparing for the upcoming season. The team has been working hard to improve their skills and strategies in order to be competitive in the upcoming national championship.

The junior varsity team will face the Lehigh University team, who are known for their strong defense and offensive capabilities. The game is scheduled to take place on Saturday, October 23, at Franklin Field. The junior varsity team is determined to give their best performance and demonstrate their readiness for the upcoming season.

Continued on Page Two

JUNTO MAKES FIRST Appearance Monday Night

Feature Story Deals With Life of Buddha

Junto, the University's literary quarterly, will make its first appearance of the season on Monday night with a series of readings and discussions that will explore the life of Buddha. The event will take place in the University Club, and will feature a diverse range of readings and discussions that will provide insights into the life of Buddha and the impact of his teachings on the world.

The event will be moderated by Dr. D. T. Rowland, who will provide an introduction and context for the readings. The readings will include a range of texts, such as the Buddha's own teachings, as well as contemporary reflections on his life and teachings.

The event is open to all students, and the University Club will provide refreshments and snacks for attendees. The event will conclude with a discussion and Q&A session, where attendees will have the opportunity to ask questions and share their insights on the topic.

Continued on Page Six
GRIDIRON Gossip

Can Thorpe and Grange Be Stopped on the Gridiron?

The Athletic Heart—a Sports Discussion in the Interest of Health and Longevity

One of the vigors of the West came from "Jim" Thorpe, ne’er a duskies age, like some throughout of the plains, a mimic of supercharged figures, with scads of steel, likely bandy like Glenn Warner’s wonderful football gang of redskin at Carlisle—dwindled in man the steps of the Hall of Fame. With that same panther-like build. That he succeeded marvelously—in that glorified his career in tradition.

In all sports, he was the magic of perdition, and most could dispute the view that he was the greatest all-around athlete of all time. And it was on the gridiron that he triumphed the decade of men that handed the name to the greatest immunity.

But, developments of the past few months have shown that the athlete out is setting. Metropolitan sportswriters have recorded "Jim" below the name of "Jim" Thorpe. Banned out for a regular member of the New York professional eleven by "Hinky" Haines, Penn, and former equal open-end manner six days of athletic usefulness are exactly numbered. Sportswrter tell us that the "athletic heart" has stopped this wonderful piece of human machinery.

The "athletic heart" stops tires old, spits out new, and molted off currents participation, in athletics for a number of years in the slow way to bring that condition about, and the earnest way for an early entry into the Great Beyond.

This aging their skeletons, howl the "athletic heart" finally "got" by "Hinky" Haines, Walter Camp, and off—and yes—by "Hinky" Haines.

Just Kelly, listening to the windows of "Jim" Thorpe's retirement. He is ready to step more from the sphere of gridiron supereim, and hand his spot over to...

Robert R.

"Jim" Thorpe, Gridiron of the Golden West fame—like the Lusitania of story and song a whispering shadow, sweeping every- thing, before her—glamorous figure, dignified word, blrated athlete, keen nose gray ghost of the gridiron; this first-born, this full-center of the eleven.

When Eastern age had seen this

USED CAR CLEARANCE SALE

Fords, Dodges, Buicks, Oldsmobiles

Prices as Low as $100

ALBERT B. BALMER

Aurhored Dealer

Hudson and Essex Motorcars

Open Every Evening and Sunday

HAMILTON MOTOR SALES

37TH AND WALNUT PHILADELPHIA

THE PLOWELTON CAFE

3703 I-2 Spruce St. Old Timer

CALL BAKING 8269

ORDERS DELIVERED ANYTIME

LO STRANGER! EVERYBODY KNOWS

CHARLIE

SO I'LL MEET YOU AT THE LONG NARROW SODA GRILLE

3703 1-2 Spruce St. Old Timer

FRIEDRICH’S “Full Dress” keeps the hair “smooth”

“Lemon Shaving Cream” keeps the face “smooth”

FRIEDRICH - FRIEDRICH CO.

456 Raising St., Philadelphia, PA. Bell Phone Baking 8305

Fur Coat Insurance

PROTECT YOURSELF WITHOUT THROWING FUR IN THE FIRE. TRANSPORT HAZARDS AND OTHER RISKS

Emanuel W. Wirkman

230 WINDSOR PRESB

“LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT.”

SAVE TIME & MONEY

EAT AT THE

Palace Restaurant

319 Broadwood Avenue

More Popular Place in the Campus

L. B. SCHOFIELD, '12

T. M. SCHOUNOR, '12

DIRECT COAL COMPANY

30& 31 Race Street

A Specialized Service to Fraternitys

SHOWING FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Men’s Raccoon Coats

by Gunther

Fifth Avenue at 30th Street

Penn Drug Co.

Mr. J. S. Huchman, Representative

BI Big Opportunity

SELL COLLEGIATE NECKWEAR

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

DURING SPARE TIME

CALL 223 S. BROAD STREET

Breezy Work on the Campus

Mending and Knitting Free

CARPETS

PARK CARPET MILLS

JOHN GAY’S SON INC.

Philadelphia

RUGS

QUALITY PROVISION MARKET

249 S. 40TH ST.

FRUITS, VEGETABLES & SEA FISH

REFRIGERATION AND IRRIGATION

SUPPLIED

THE COPPER KETTLE

LEONARD 476

DINNER IN THE

Chicken Waffle Dinner

Wednesday and Saturday

CHRISSMAN’S BAKERY

820 Woodland Ave.

BREAD ROLLS

CANCEL SERVICE

CLASS PIPES

DESK LAMPS

I. G. Williams

S. & CO., 340 & LOCUST STS.

CLASS PIPES

DESK LAMPS

I. G. Williams

S. & CO., 340 & LOCUST STS.

SCHOELL AND SEITZ

Pennsylvania Hotel Barber Shop

The Most Sanitary Equipment on the Campus

DOWNTOWN SHAVE

402 Chestnut St.

Manscaring

THE Loyal Hand Laundry

221 SPRUCE STREET

(Between)

Breezy Work on the Campus

Mending and Knitting Free
There is an air about the University which is pleasantly hospitable to those graduates who manage to survive the initial shock of leaving home, and might do much to grow the field of possible activity. To one way of thinking, credit for this homey and familiar atmosphere should be given where due.

This we secure at the outset of our work of praise; three thoughtful ones who took up this challenge, dug links in the big quad, and lost, but not so mean heart, erect permanent sidewalks. (Did we hear someone tell his little god for that monstrosity?)

With the Cornell game in the offing it was thoughtful indeed that some remembrance of the past should be brought back to the campus in order to make up for the loss of the home cars and the Normal Hall which gradates so often viewed from a respectful distance.

We are anticipating the return of some bad look of the 1926 Club, by looking at the well-endowed addition to front of Low Hall will exclaim: "Well, it looks as so in it did I the President and trust spoke from that third plank at the left of the entrance.

Some of the architects has already made the suggestion that try be planted immediately so that by next spring there will be open up for the personal sources or which will help their efforts to gain rapid status on the campus in point of honor.

Many are out for the personal glory which one can.

The contemplated building will success distort their perspective so that they are blind to many opportunities for service.

From the standpoint of the future welfare of our University women, it appears that these clubs are merely social organizations, the political's are regarded more to be co-operating With Council and by the University officials.

The reader's pardon is asked at this point while we clear the typewriter for the first time a freshman is not blamed. Here is the Harris we wisdom—collec.

No, boxing, the large hole in the Quad is not the beginning of the new outdoors swimming pool. Sorry to have gone over ten words.

EDITOR'S NOTE ON THIS ISSUE

JACK A. MODERNE, JOSEPH P. FOGG

A NEW SPHERE FOR THE CLUBS

Several weeks ago this column lamented the students and lack of co-operation which exists among our graduates. More recently it advocated the development of social clubs. At the time proposing the formation the annual at the April event is at the annual of the new organization. The affair which will be held in Houston Hall tonight is a simple social gathering of men who are members of each organization and as such will furnish a starting point from which various groups of undergraduates can be formed. Several organizations in the campus are required to operate as a means whereby one may climb to prominence, the name of the student, jump into athletic activities, and open up the way for personal sources or which will help their efforts to gain rapid status on the campus in point of honor. Many are out for the personal glory which one can.

The contemplated building will success distort their perspective so that they are blind to many opportunities for service.

The University has never attempted to do with the present architectural work. We were told yesterday by the students that they were going to dig for the building, and the building, and the building, the only additional expense was an outfitting credit to money the constructors.

We need such organizations as those to become the multiplc4 out inaccurate statements which frequently appear in student newspapers, whose purpose for the secretary obvious their sense of justice.

COMMUNICATION

College Junior Suggests That Farmer Football Ticket Distributon Could be Obtained by Student Committee

Cooperating With Council

Editor-in-Chief of the Pennsylvania, Thursday, November 14, 1923

It is difficult to offer any constructive criticisms of an organization which has the subject of as much interest and discussion as this Council does. We wish to make certain that in the future as in the past, some students toward the Council is not a friendly one. And their representation certainly in some degree justified and should be given consideration by the Council and by the University officials.

First of all, very few of the students are acquainted with those of the students who are acquainted with the situation of the relationship between the Council and the Army. It seems to me that the situation has been altered here so far as the effect has been made to supply such information. I am told that the student of Athletics is a closed corporation, depleting the University of the other athletic activities in return for the use of our football tickets each fall. This arrangement should be luidly satisfactory to everybody concerned and is, except the student body. Unfortunately, the football team represents the university and the student body which supports it so highly. Therefore, his knowledge of limiting the number of tickets for each game to one or two per season will become more and more limited. There is no way to be given secondary consideration in a matter that involves the honor and traditions of our institutions.

I am not unfamiliar with the student's work and I'm not afraid to say that the time is not far off when student interest in these matters will be stimulated to the point where they will take action to "clean up and dispose with these evils."

College 717.
WHY TRAVEL?  
The World Awaits You  
In The International Students House  
3905 Spruce Street

...Continued...

10:30 AM  —  The Towers of Zion.
10:30 AM  —  Student Service.
11:00 AM — Student Service.  
Services subject: "Making Religious Real?"

You will enjoy the Student quartet and Choir.

The Girard Letter?

...Continued...

Asbury University Church  
(Methodist Episcopal)  
Chesnut St. below 54th  
Girard University, Minister  

Second Presbyterian Church  
East & Walnut Sts.  
Dr. MacCallum will preach at 11 A.M. and 3 P.M.

MUSICAL SERVICE, 7:00 P.M.

By chorus, choral and instrumentalists, under the direction of N. Lindsay Nor- 

den.

Students Cordially Welcomed.

WALNUT STREET PEASLEY CHURCH  
WALNUT ST., WEST OF 39TH  
Rev. J. A. MacCallum, D.D., Minister  

Rev. J. A. MacCallum will preach at 11 A.M. and 3 P.M.

MUSICAL SERVICE, 7:00 P.M.

By chorus, choral and instrumentalists, under the direction of N. Lindsay Nor- 

den.

Students Cordially Welcomed.

...Continued...

BOOK STALL  
GOSSIP

We made our second pilgrimage to the new display of books by the Zanele Company in Houston Hall and found several new works of likely interest. The set con- 
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SPECIALS ON FRIDAYS

ACE FRUIT & PRODUCE
301 Walnut Street
SOUTHERN COOKING
50c and up. Lusenhan Sr., and The Dinner
OYSTERS ASK FOR WEEKLY RATES

PARKWAY DANSKIN
162 ARCH STREET
Spruce 2186
Classes—Dance 1 in 1 Week
WALLY—FOX TROT—COLLEGIATE & PRIVATE LESSONS 10 LESSONS $1
Any Hour

With our 25 Experienced Instructors.

Student Stores Co.
Cigars, Cigarettes, Pipes, Pipe Tobacco, Theatre Tickets
W. J. HARCOLD, JR.

QUINN'S RESTAURANT
3127 SPRUCE STREET
HOME COOKING

Yellow Lantern Cafeteria
3433 Walnut Street

CHARLES N. PAPPAS Jr.
Florist
BROAD STREET STATION
Philadelphia

THE OLD DRURY COFFEE SHOPPE
3421 WOODLAND AVE.

Breakfast Dinner

Lunch 12:30 to 2
Breakfast 7:00 to 9

Charles N. Pappas, Jr.

Jewelry Repairing Engraving
Half Cut Set Cup
Wait What's Left for Class?

W T AVA HIRING TROT— OOLLBGIATB
THE OPEN DOOR
Jewelry Repairing Engraving

Phone Luncheon 11.30 to 2
Student Stores Co.
Breakfast 7 30 to 9

DIAMOND JEWELRY
Purchased on our
Confidential Credit Plan
immediately with most
weekly or monthly

THE OLD DRURY COFFEE
1624 ARCH STREET
RODGER F. PRICE
$»; Confidential
W J. HAROLD, JR.

BREAKFAST
Theatre Tickets
Smoker’s Articles

MARKET
OYSTERS—woohly ew monthly
payment mnd tmth
Purchased on my
CHARLES N. PAPPAS Jr.

THE PENNSYLVANIAN
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1920

WHY NOT DRIVE?
RENT A CAR
Drive it Yourself
MILESTONE SYSTEM
1830 MARKET ST.
LOCUST 2260

Women Who Can Keep Secrets

“Find the Woman” is no longer effective in crime, says Captain John Stege, head of Chicago police, as he tells in a fullpage article tomorrow, in the big Magazine Section of the SUNDAY PUBLIC Ledger and Nor-

Choir Girl at 11—
Grand Opera Star at 18

A remarkable story of “the little songbird from the corn belt,” who was a Kansas City choir singer at the age of 11 and is now about to make her entrance on Broadway as a full- fledged Metropolitan Opera star at 18.

OTHER FULL-PAGE FEATURES:
Underlining Law of Beauty and Art
Big “Doings” of “Little Fellows” in Football
How Old Man in America is Saving the Names of the Presidents
President Society Girl a “Photograph Bride”
“The Gold Emblem Girl”—Novelite Costumes, Art, Drama, Screen, Women’s Section

12 PAGES OF COMICS
The only 12-page comic section in Philadelphia. And by far the best.

12 PAGE ROTOGRAVURE
Pictorial Section
The only rotogravure section published in Philadelphia. Rare and exclusive photographic reproductions of people, places and news comics from all parts of the world.

“Best Sports Pages in Philadelphia”
DOUGLAS OF PENNSYLVANIA
skirting Heuserford's end. Douglas in last Saturday's game gave a brilliant exhibition of open field running.

CAPTAIN RALPH CHASE
the University of Pittsburgh team. Chase, center on the Pittsburgh team, has been first stringer on the mainsides during the past 3 years.

DR. GEORGE WILLIAM McCLELLAND
Vice President of the University of Pennsylvania.

HEAD COACH J. & RUTHERFORD
of the Pittsburgh team. This team, one of the greatest in the East this season, meets Pennsylvania today on Franklin Field.
You would not be distorting the English language in the least if every time you used the word "Well-Dressed" you substituted the word "Gommyfied." To say one is to imply the other.
When You Dine or Dance

**Tuxedos—Silk Faced**

**$35**

*In the modern social pace, the new and correct lines are as essential in your evening wear as in your day-time clothes.*

The new broad-shouldered, slim-kneed, wide-trained Tuxedos are here. Tailored in unfinished weaves—either with self herringbone pattern or plain.

A Strawbridge & Clothier Specialized Value at $35

Wickham Tuxedos, **$50**

**Second Floor, East Store**

**Strawbridge & Clothier**

---

**Prepare for Winter**

Winter is a mighty pleasant season when you're properly prepared. When those sharp winds cut loose, be sure that you're ready with one of these big, roomy, warm and comfortable overcoats. You can then laugh your way through any old kind of storm.

Come in today and select from our enormous stocks of long single-breasted overcoats, in dark blues and Oxford shades. Prices range from **$40.00 to $50.00**

Most of these overcoats are from 48 to 50 inches long—the length preferred by college men. Better take a look today!

**Root for that Team**

Remember—we press 5 suits for $1.00

---

**Ritz Jewelers**

3409 Walnut Street

Correct Shoes for Every Occasion

**"Big Quad"**

**$10**

Just look at it—You're Sold!

A dark, brown, Scotch-grain Blucher that won't spot.

Heavy double leather Soles and Heels.

Not Samples — Sizes to fit all

AT

**The Student's Stores**

Open Monday, Wednesday & Saturday Evenings
THE NEW PITTSBURGH STADIUM
This bowl, completed recently for the University of Pittsburgh, is one of the largest in the country.

ON GREATER FRANKLIN FIELD
SUPPLEE ICE CREAM
WILL BE SERVED
and
AT THE TRAINING TABLE
GOLD MEDAL MILK
BOTH ARE UNEXCELLED
SUPPLEE-WILLS-JONES

What price glorifying the American Young Man’s feet?
Ziegfeld “glorifies the American girl” and Stallings asks, “What price glory?” Ask Walk-Over “What price for glorifying the Younger Man’s feet?” and get the style-full answer. Stretch out your feet in the new Walk-Over. Style that’s a dandy, comfort that’s the cat’s fur, and a pair of kicks that cost less than a pair of tickets to the game.

Harper’s Walk-Over Shops
1022 Chestnut Street
1228 Market Street

FOR a smart appearance at all times, the Bristol Model of Browning King is highly recommended. Made exclusively in fine grades of fabrics.

28.50 to 75.00
1524-26 Chestnut Street
TWENTY-FOUR STORES IN TWENTY-ONE CITIES